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We present data obtained by time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy in selected semiconducting and
molecular systems exhibiting subpicosecond far-infrared dynamics. We use a frequency-domain
method which eliminates the influence of instrumental functions and artifacts due to frequency
mixing and yields a two-dimensional transient conductivity of the photoexcited sample. This
technique enables improving the attainable experimental time resolution and allows a simple
qualitative interpretation of the results withouta priori modeling. The quantitative interpretation is
based on the time-dependent Drude and damped harmonic oscillator models. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1857871g

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical pump–terahertz probesOPTPd technique is a
powerful experimental approach allowing one to access sub-
picosecond to nanosecond dynamics of far-infraredsFIRd po-
lar response. This is particularly due to the fact that the tera-
hertzsTHzd spectroscopy provides picosecond pulses of FIR
radiation and that it can resolve the temporal profile of their
electric field with a subpicosecond resolution. On one hand
the OPTP method proved to be able to bring valuable and
new results in a large variety of physical and chemical sys-
tems: an excellent review has been published recently.1 On
the other hand, its methodology is still subject to develop-
ment and improvement.2–5

In the literature one can find three types of experimental
works exploiting the OPTP technique. The most complete
approach consists in an acquisition of a dense two-
dimensionals2Dd data grid in the time domain, i.e., in a
measurement of a series of transient THz wave forms at
closely spaced delays between the optical pump and the THz
probe.6–13 Strictly speaking, these 2D experimental data then
should be treateden bloc to eliminate properly the instru-
mental functions and frequency mixing effects. This method
then provides a complete picture of the ultrafast evolution of
far-infrared polar spectra of photoexcited samples. The time
resolution is limited by the length of the pump pulse and by
the THz detection bandwidth. In the present paper we essen-
tially deal with this type of experiments and, following Ref.
1, we refer to the method as to time-resolved THz spectros-
copysTRTSd. In the second type of studies, the transient THz
wave forms are obtained at a single or at several distinct
ssparsed delays between the photoexcitation and the THz
probing.14–17The individual transient wave forms are treated

separately. The third approach consists in measurement of an
effective transient THz response of the sample as a function
of pump-probe delay. In these experiments a single point on
the transient THz wave form or the integrated THz power are
monitored during the variation of the pump-probe delay.15–24

The last two approaches do not benefit from the excel-
lent time resolution of the first one, rather they are limited by
the length of the THz pulse.5 Consequently, they can provide
an equivalent amount of information only in the case of slow
photoinduced processes, i.e., when the evolution of the sys-
tem occurs on a time scale exceeding the THz pulse length.
There are actually two main reasons why these simplified
experimental approaches are used much more frequently
than the first one:sid a small magnitude of the signal in some
systems so that complete 2D scans would be too noisy or
time consuming andsii d a lack of methodology allowing a
straightforward interpretation of 2D data without anyad hoc
assumptions.

The first attempt to stress the importance and to clarify
the TRTS measurement protocol has been made by Kindt
and Schmuttenmaer.2 Later on, two distinct methods have
been proposed:sid a numerical one based on finite-difference
time-domain sFDTDd calculations3,9 and sii d an analytical
one based on a 2D Fourier transformation.4 The former ap-
proach has been applied by its authors to studies of photo-
carrier dynamics in semiconductors,9,10 of carrier transport in
nanoparticles,12 and of environmental response in molecular
systems.3,11 The latter method has been further developed
and supplemented by examples of theoretical modeling of
dynamics in localized and delocalized states in the previous
paper of this issue5 shereafter referred to as Paper Id.

In the current paper we present TRTS experimental data
obtained using the proposed experimental protocol for vari-
ous systems of interest and we demonstrate the usefulness ofadElectronic mail: kuzelp@fzu.cz
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this approach for their interpretation. Our aim is to provide a
complete framework ready for direct application in experi-
ments. Therefore we do not primarily focus on physical in-
terpretation of our results which is—at least in the case of
semiconductor samples—to a large extent straightforward.
Rather we stress the methodological aspects and the rel-
evance of information obtainable by this experimental tech-
nique. Among the experimental works cited above there is a
number of papers investigating FIR picosecond and subpico-
second dynamics in technologically or scientifically interest-
ing systems where the improved time resolution obtained by
the application of our approach should bring new insight into
the physics of the problem. In particular, this concerns ex-
periments in microcrystalline silicon,22 in molecular
crystals,23 in proton-bombarded InPsRef. 24d, and in super-
conducting MgB2.

16

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we describe
our experimental setup and protocols. Section III is devoted
to TRTS characterization of radiation-damaged silicon-on-
sapphiresRD-SOSd and Sec. IV deals with TRTS experi-
ments in low-temperature grown GaAssLT-GaAsd. Finally,
in Sec. V we work out and interpret our recently published
data on the dynamics of 2,11,20,29-tetra-tert-butyl-2,3-naph-
thalocyaninesTBNCd in chloroform.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROTOCOL

As a light source, we used a Quantronix Odin Ti:sap-
phire multipass femtosecond pulse amplifier producing
<60 fs, 815 nm laser pulses with an energy about 1 mJ and
a repetition rate 1 kHz. The pulses are split into three
branches, all of them including delay lines for a precise con-
trol of pulse arrival times. One part of the laser output power
is used for optically pumping the samplespump branchd. The
second part of the pulsessprobe branchd generates the THz
probe radiation via optical rectification in a 1 mm thickf011g
ZnTe crystal. The radiation is focused onto the sample using
an ellipsoidal mirror, leading to a peak electric field of the
order of units of kV/cm. The third part of the pulsesssam-
pling branchd is strongly attenuated and used for sampling
the transmitted THz field using the electro-optic effect in
anotherf011g ZnTe crystal.

A lock-in amplifier and a chopper operating at 166 Hz
are used for the synchronous detection. The whole THz elec-
tric field intensity reaching the sensor can be acquired if the
chopper is placed into the probe branch. This experiment is
used as a referencessee belowd. If the chopper is moved into
the pump branch, pump-induced changes in the THz wave
form are detectedstransient THz wave formd. The perfor-
mance of our setup for OPTP experiments has been dis-
cussed in Ref. 13.

A circular 3 mm diaphragm is placed behind the sample,
so that the cross section of the excited volumesabout
20 mm2d is larger than that of the probed volume. In experi-
ments with semiconductors we need rather low pump fluence
to induce measurable changes in the FIR properties of the
samplesstypically 4–80mJ/cm2d. Therefore we attenuate
the pump beam using gray filters. We can then use a
dielectric-coated pellicle beam splitter to introduce the pump

beam into the THz beam path and work in the collinear ge-
ometry. In contrast, we use a high pump fluence for experi-
ments with TBNCs<2 mJ/cm2d. In such conditions the pel-
licle beam splitter cannot be used: the angle of incidence of
the pump pulse on the sample with respect to the direction of
the probe pulse is about 10°. This might slightly distort the
measured data, however, a comparison of our data with those
in Ref. 11, where a collinear geometry was used, shows no
quantitative difference.

A detailed discussion of the principle of measurements is
presented in Paper I. The reader can find theresSec. IId the
definitions of all experimental quantities used in the descrip-
tion below.

Prior to all measurements we have experimentally deter-
mined the instrumental functionc2 of our sensorssee Fig.
1d.25 The majority of our experiments were performed in
representation IIfsee Fig. 2sadg. A complete set of measure-
ments for one sample then consists of four stepssthe delay
line D2 is held at a fixed position during all these stepsd.
Note that the quantities accessed in individual steps can be
identified with those expressed in Eqs.s5d and s12d in
Paper I.

s1d Output: reference measurement for the equilibrium
transmission of the sample; positionsA: empty diaphragm,
B: sensor; pump beam: off; chopper: probe.

s2d Output: Tsvd, JsII dsv ,v−vpd, Eref
D svd sequilibrium

properties of the sample and reference for 2D transient sig-
nald; positionsA: sample,B: sensor; pump beam: off; chop-
per: probe.

s3d Output:DED,sII dsv ,vpd s2D transient signal by scan-
ning D1 and D3d; positions A: sample,B: sensor; pump
beam: on; chopper: pump.

FIG. 1. Instrumental function of our ZnTe sensor.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.sad representation II, collinear pumping;sbd
Representation I, noncollinear pumping.
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s4d Output: E0svd, E0sv−vpd swave form incident on
the sampled; positionsA: sensor,B: not used; pump beam: on
sserves as a sampling beam; alternatively the pump beam can
be cut and the sampling beam redirected to the pump beam
pathd; chopper: probe.

The transient conductivity is then obtained from

DssII dsv,vpd =
ive0TsvdDED,sII dsv,vpdE0svd

JsII dsv,v − vpdEref
D svdE0sv − vpd

. s1d

In all figures showing the transient conductivity spectra a
dimensionless quantityDssII dsv ,vpd / s2pe0d is plotted. Note
also that in figures we use frequencies in THz defined asf
=v /2p and fp=vp/2p and that we plot the data forf .0
only. The values forf ,0 can be obtained using the relation
DssII dsf , fpd=Ds* sII ds−f ,−fpd.

In order to obtain the correct phase ofDs it is required
to match appropriately the time origins of the signals ob-
tained in steps 2 through 4.sid The quantitiesDED,sII d andEref

D

should have the same origin of the time delayt, which is
simply achieved by the fact the delay lineD2 is fixed during
all the steps.sii d The quantityDED,sII d defines the origin of
the pump-probe delaytp, which corresponds to a specific
overlapping position of the pump and probe at the sample
input surface. The center of the pump pulse in this position
thus defines the time origin which is to be taken forE0. A
precision of at least a few tens of femtoseconds can be
reached if the pump beam is used for the sampling of the
incident wave form as we propose in step 4 above. Other-
wise, the origin oftp cannot be precisely experimentally ob-
tained by other means and it should be taken as a variable
parameter in subsequent fitting procedures.

The experiments with TBNC have been also performed
in representation Ifsee Fig. 2sbdg. In this case the delay line
D3 is held in a fixed position. We measure the transient THz
signal in the far field without any beam transformation be-
tween the sampleA and the sensorB to avoid problems with
the determination of the instrumental functionc1. sAnother
alternative would be to calculatec1 using models developed,
e.g., in Ref. 26 or Ref. 27.d Tsvd, JsIdsv+ve,vd are already
known and the knowledge of the wave form incident on the
sample is not required. The following two steps are per-
formed.

s1d Output: Eref
D svd sreference for 2D transient signald;

pump beam: off; chopper: probe.
s2d Output: DED,sIdsv ,ved s2D transient signal by scan-

ning D1 andD2d; pump beam: on; chopper: pump.
A complete experiment on one sample is rather long.

Typically, our experiments on semiconductors take about 3 h
and the experiments on TBNC last about 4–5 h. The experi-
mentalist then should ensure a very good power stability and
especially the beam-pointing stability of the laser system
during the whole set of measurements. For example, errors in
the reference measurements can lead to significant errors in
the output data. Following our experience it is usually worth
to perform the experiment twice on one sample, this provides
a good check of the correctness of all the data.

III. ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS IN RD-SOS

The RD-SOS is a material exhibiting a short carrier life-
time tc which is owing to the fast carrier trapping on deep
levels created by ion implantation in the silicon lattice. The
response time of the semiconductor can reach subpicosecond
values28,29 and depends on the implantation dosage and on
ion energies that are used for the sample preparation. At the
same time, the velocity scattering timets is of about 50 fs or
shorter.20,29,30 It then appears rather challenging to test the
time resolution of OPTP experiments carried out with the use
of our methodology on such samples with very short charac-
teristic times.

In the experiments we used two 1mm thick indepen-
dently prepared samplessdenoted as 1 and 2d selected to
exhibit very fast time responses. The irradiation doses were
<1014 cm−2 using 100 keV O+ ions. The pump-beam fluence
used in the experiment was<80 mJ/cm2. We verified that
this fluence did not lead to nonlinear phenomena such as trap
filling: the transient signal scaled linearly with the pump flu-
ence when neutral density filters were inserted into the
pump-beam path. At the same time, the signal was suffi-
ciently small to enable the use of the weak-signal limit speci-
fied in Paper I. The sapphire substrate is transparent for the
pump beam and cannot contribute to the transient signal.
Representation II was used. The temporal area scanned byt
andtp delays was rectangular with side lengths 12.7 ps and
6.3 ps and the entire rectangle was covered using 100 fs
steps for both delayss128364 pointsd.

The whole data set obtained allows us to apply a com-
plete 2D data treatment as it has been described in Paper I.
For illustration and also for comparison with our methodol-
ogy, we analyze in addition some particular 1D scansspump-
probe scans or wave form scansd.

Figures 3sfor sample 1d and 4sfor sample 2d show the
spectra of the transient complex conductivityDssv ,vpd cal-
culated from the measured data using Eq.s1d. For this cal-
culation, the transfer functionJsv ,v−vpd was determined
using the equilibrium characteristics of the samplesFig. 5d.
Note that in this caseJ virtually does not depend onvp and
that, in the first order of development, for strongly absorbing
samplesJ~ iv fcf. expressions7d in Paper Ig.

Let us emphasize that forv /2p approaching 2 THz the
experiment provides values ofDssv ,vpd up to vp/2p

FIG. 3. sColord Amplitude and phase of the 2D conductivityDssv ,vpd of
RD-SOSssample 1d. Left column: experiment, right column: best fit to the
Drude model.
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<4 THz in agreement with Fig. 2 in Paper I. An example of
such data is shown in 1D plots of Fig. 4; note, however, that
these data are not shown in 2D graphs.

The amplitude spectrum of the conductivity for both
samples shows a behavior characteristic for the dynamics of
free carrierssrefer also to Fig. 2 in Paper Id. The decrease of
the amplitude with frequencyvp indicates that the carrier
trapping timetc falls on the time scale of hundreds of fem-
toseconds. In contrast, the flatness of the spectrum in thev
direction suggests very fast momentum scattering rates of the
electronssts,50 fsd.

A complex fitting with a Drude model has been per-
formed minimizing the function

o
v,vp

uDsexpsv,vpd − DsDrudesv,vpdu2, s2d

where5

DsDrudesv,vpd =
e2n0

m*

1

iv + 1/tc + 1/ts

1

ivp + 1/tc
, s3d

and wheren0 is the free electron density andm* <0.26me is
the electron mass in the conduction band of Si. Let us em-

phasize that the fit can be performed in two manners.

sid The amplitude factor of the transient conductivity can
be considered as an unknown fitting parametersfit with vari-
able amplitude factord: in this case the momentum scattering
time appears too shorts,50 fsd and cannot be precisely de-
termined from the fit due to the upper-frequency detection
limit of our sensor.

sii d The amplitude factor can be fixed to an estimated
value of the free electron density determined from the ab-
sorption coefficient of Si at 800 nm and from the incident
pump fluencesn0<3.231017 cm−3d. In this case even ex-
tremely short momentum scattering times can be evaluated
from the experiment.

The results of such fits are shown in Fig. 3 for sample 1.
In addition, we show the amplitude of the complex residuals
of the fit for sample 2sFig. 4d. The Drude model fits the
measured conductivity quite well: the spectrum of residuals
appears close to the white noise. The values of fitting param-
eters are summarized in Table I. The values of the trapping
times appear to be somewhat shorter than those found in Ref.
28 and significantly shorter than those reported in Ref. 29.
This can be related to the different pump wavelength used in
these experiments: the use of 625 nm in Ref. 28sor even
400 nm as in Ref. 29d implies a nonvanishing population of
free electrons in theL valley and should lead to different
carrier scattering mechanisms.

For comparison we show below a partial analysis of our
experimental data by treating individual scans. Figure 6
shows the wave formE0std incident on the sample and sev-
eral examples of pump-probe scans. It contains experimental
data for sample 1 in which a single point on the THz wave
form st=t0d is monitored during the variation of the pump-

FIG. 5. Transfer functionJsv ,v−vpd for RD-SOS samples. The function
is practically independent ofvp.

FIG. 4. sColord Upper left part: Amplitude of the complex conductivity
Dssv ,vpd of RD-SOSssample 2d; The lines in this graph indicate 1D cuts
plotted in the lower part of the figure. Upper right part: residuals of the
complex fit using Drude model,uDsexpsv ,vpd−DsDrudesv ,vpdu. Lower part:
Examples of 1D cuts of the measured amplitude and phase and the best fit of
the data.

TABLE I. Values of the fitting parameters for semiconducting samples.

Sample

Amplitude variablesfittedd Amplitude fixed byn0

tc spsd ts sfsd m scm2 V−1 s−1d n0 scm−3d ts sfsd m scm2 V−1 s−1d

RD-SOS 1 0.55 ,50 ,340 3.231017 25 160
RD-SOS 2 0.42 ,50 ,340 3.231017 35 240

LT GaAs 959 1.9 ,50 ,1300 0.4431017 30 800
LT GaAs 958 1.1 ,50 ,1300 1.131017 45 1200
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probe delaystpd. The corresponding points at the incident
THz wave formst0d are shown in the inset. Within a simpli-
fied approach one would obviously try to fit this kind of
curves by a single exponential decay. Clearly, some of the
pump-probe scans are not convenient for such fittingse.g.,
the dashed line in Fig. 6d. In other cases, the fitting is pos-
sible, however, the fitting range for the exponential can be
chosen to some extent arbitrarily and its choice influences
the resulting decay constant. For the present data, where the
transient wave form is approximately out of phase with re-
spect to the incident wave form, the fitting appears to be
most reliable close to the maximum and minimum of the
incident wave form. We performed a series of such fits for
pump-probe scans witht0 ranging from −0.2 to 0 ps and
from 0.2 to 0.4 pssthese ranges correspond to the gray areas
in the insetd. The decay rates obtained by the fits span over
the range 320–470 fsswith an average value of 415 fsd for
sample 1 and over the range 380–570 fsswith an average
value of 500 fsd for sample 2.

In conclusion, in this particular case the average values
obtained by 1D fitting correspond quite well to the results
obtained using our methodologyscf. Table Id. However, re-
sults of the fitting of individual scans depend on the fitting
range and display a significant spread. In this respect the 2D
approach is unambiguous and straightforward.

Figure 7 contains transient THz spectra as calculated by
a simple 1D Fourier transformation from the measured data,
i.e., DEDsv ,tpd /Eref

D svd is plotted for several pump-probe
delays. Note that the spectra obtained using thissoversimpli-
fiedd procedure apparently do not resemble to simple Drude-
like spectra despite of the fact that we demonstrated above
that free carriers do follow the Drude dynamics in our ex-
periments. Namely, considering only these spectra, one could
sincorrectlyd infer a departure from a Drude-like behavior of
the carriers at early times after photoexcitation. These fea-
tures occurring in the transient THz spectra have been dis-

cussed in detail in Paper I: see Eq.s40d and Fig. 4 therein.
They are a consequence of the frequency mixing during ul-
trafast time evolution of the system studied. Notice, in Fig. 7
that the experimental data are in a good agreement with the
lines which are based on Eq.s40d in Paper I including the
Drude model and taking inherently into account the fre-
quency mixing.

IV. ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS IN LT GaAs

Low-temperaturesLTd grown GaAs is grown by molecu-
lar beam epitaxy at temperatures lower than 300 °C. The
deposition conditions allow for the forming of a large con-
centration of ionized arsenic antisite defects which act as
deep and efficient electron traps.15,31 The investigated
samples consisted of a semi-insulating GaAs substrate cov-
ered by a 100 nm GaAs buffer layer deposited at 590 °C and
by a 2.5mm thick layer grown at temperatures 200 °C
ssample 958d or 250 °C ssample 959d. Both samples were
subsequently annealed for 10 min at 600 °C in order to re-
store a high electron mobility.32

The experiments were performed using representation II.
The pump-beam fluences ranged between 2 and 4mJ/cm2.
Such fluences yield a THz transient signal of the order of
units of percent of the incident field strength and do not lead
to the trap filling phenomena. In contrast with the sapphire
substrate, the semi-insulating GaAs substrate used in this
study contributes to the transient signal by a long-lived de-
cay. This is due to the fact that about 5% of the pump power
is absorbed in the substrate.

On one hand, the LT grown layers studied exhibit carrier
lifetimes in the range 1–2 ps, which is comparable or even
slightly longer than the THz pulse length. This means that
the dynamical properties of these samples are very close to

FIG. 6. Transient THz signal obtained for RD-SOSssample 1d representing
1D pump-probe scans at a fixed wave form positionst=t0d. Inset: shape of
the THz incident wave form as measured using our ZnTe sensor. The lines
correspond to different wave form positionst0 indicated in the inset: the
motifs of linessand pointsd mutually correspond.

FIG. 7. 1D Fourier transformation of the transient wave forms obtained for
RD-SOSssample 1d for different pump-probe delaystp. Points, experimen-
tal data obtained asDEDsv ,tpd /Eref

D svd; lines, simulations of the measured
data using the model developed in Paper Isparameters:ts=0.035 ps and
tc=0.42 psd and using a numerical approximation of the incident THz wave
form.
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sor even withind the limits where the transient signal can be
treated by means of 1D transient wave forms and/or 1D
pump-probe scans without any loss of information. The re-
sults we obtain using our methodology thus can be easily
checked. On the other hand, the system is expected to show
an additional long-lived component due to the much slower
carrier recombination in the bulk substrate. In the Fourier
space, such a slow component leads to a marked narrow peak
with broad wings superimposed over the signal coming from
the LT layer. These two signals have comparable magnitudes,
which means that small errors in the slow component may
lead, in the frequency domain, to a significant uncertainty in
the parameters describing the fast component. In this sense,
the application of our methodology to these samples is ex-
pected to be difficult. Testing of our methodology is the pri-
mary reason of our choice of this system.

The slow component related to the bulk substrate can be,
in principle, subtracted from the measured signal. Using very
long 1D pump-probe scans it is possible to determine the
dynamical parameters of the bulk GaAs. In our case, we
obtaintc,bulk=106 ps for the carrier lifetime which seems to
be relatively short. This faster recombination rate may result
from interface states similarly as it has been found in Ref. 9
for the surface of bulk GaAs. For the bulk momentum scat-
tering time we used the value from the literature:33 ts,bulk

=270 ps. Using two different experimental approaches it is
possible to subtract the signal related to the bulk substrate
either in the frequency domain by fitting of the transient
conductivity or directly in the time domain from the raw
data. The former method is applied in case of sample 958,
the latter one is demonstrated for sample 959.

With the sample 958, a rectangular temporal area 10
310 ps2 in t andtp was scanned. The wave forms obtained
for long pump-probe delaystpù8 ps do not change their
shape any more whentp is gradually increased; they only
scale in a linear way since the dynamics of the signal is
completely described by the slow decay related to the bulk
GaAs. This allows us to calculate wave forms for longer
pump-probe delays using the experimentally determined
value of tc,bulk. In this way we have obtained a rectangular
data area with side lengths 10 ps and 300 ps. It is important
to stress that in this case the subtraction of the signal coming
from the substrate must be performed in the frequency do-
main after appropriate deconvolutions described by Eq.s1d.
The reason is that a successful simulation of experimental
data in the time domain for early pump-probe delays would
in fact require an exact knowledge of all the instrumental
functions. By contrast, it is possible to simulate the transient
conductivity response of the substrate in the frequency do-
main using the values of the parameterstc,bulk andts,bulk and
the known value of the fluence absorbed in the substrate.

The upper row of Fig. 8 shows the measured amplitude
spectrum of the transient conductivity and a fit by two Drude
terms analogous to that defined by Eq.s3d. One term is re-
lated to the LT grown layersits parameters are variabled and
the other one describes the bulk substratesits parameters are
fixed to the known valuesd. Note that for this sample the
transient conductivity forv, vp,0.4 THz is not shown in
Fig. 8 and was not taken into account in the fits. This is

because in this part of the spectrum the signal is dominated
by the slow contribution coming from the substrate. Conse-
quently, relatively small errors in the modeling of the sub-
strate properties could significantly change the fitting param-
eters of the LT layer.

For sample 959, we scanned a rectangular temporal area
10312 ps2 in t andtp first in an arrangement where the LT
layer faces the pump beam. Subsequently, we turned the
sample and repeated the whole experiment with the LT layer
turned away from the pump which yields the pure substrate
response. The difference of these 2D signals was calculated
directly in the time domain using an appropriate amplitude
scaling. The 2D transient conductivity related to the dynam-
ics of the LT layer only was then obtained from this differ-
ence signal and is shown in the lower row of Fig. 8. Finally,
it was fitted to the Drude model following the procedure
described in Sec. III. The resulting parameters are shown in
Table I. The obtained carrier lifetimes are in agreement with
those obtained by 1D pump-probe scans.

V. ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS IN TBNC

During last years a considerable experimental effort has
been made to understand the dynamics of solute-solvent in-
teraction in polar solutions. The solvent relaxation following
photoexcitation of the solute influences a large number of
chemical processes. Recently, experimental OPTP data were
obtained for TBNC in polar solventsse.g., chloroformd.11,13

The experimental data were most recently interpreted as
coming from a polycrystalline phase which is formed in the
solution upon strong photoexcitation.13 In this paragraph we
analyze the raw experimental data we have presented in Ref.
13. To illustrate our methodology for this case, we performed
experiments in both representationssi.e., using both experi-
mental schemes of Fig. 2d. Concerning representation I, in
the first step, the conductivityDssIdsv ,ved was directly ob-
tained from the experimental data measured in an arrange-
ment according to Fig. 2sbd. In the second step, this function
was transformed to representation II using the transformation
DssIdsv ,ved=DssII dsv+ve→v ,ve→vpd. The signal-to-
noise ratio of these data is rather poor because the focusing
of the transient THz signal is not allowed for this arrange-
ment. For this reason, only spectra obtained directly in rep-

FIG. 8. sColord Amplitude of the 2D conductivityDssv ,vpd of LT GaAs
samples: measured spectrasleft partd and the fitssright partd, see the text for
details. Upper row, sample 958, lower row, sample 959.
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resentation II were used for fitting. Figure 9 shows the trans-
fer function J for the TBNC in chloroform enclosed in an
infrasil cuvette and Figs. 10sad and 10sbd show experimental
results for the transient conductivity obtained using both rep-
resentations. Both figures are in a semiquantitative agree-
ment snote that the phase should be compared only in the
regions where the amplitude significantly exceeds the noise
leveld. Their major common feature is a broad pole at
v /2p<1.2 THz andvp<0, in a sharp contrast with the
results obtained in the case of semiconductors. The observed
behavior in TBNC is characteristic for a damped localized-
state dynamicsssee Paper Id. Let us emphasize that so far we
have not used any assumption about the system under inves-
tigation. Our methodology thus allows a simple and unam-
biguous recognizing between the dynamics in a localized or
delocalized state from the conductivity amplitude profile.

We studied the results shown in Fig. 10 using the model
for excitation of a damped vibrational mode in a harmonic
approximation described in Paper IfEqs. s47d and/ors48dg.
Some qualitative conclusions can be made by simple com-
paring of the experimental 2D complex spectra with simu-
lated ones based on the existence of the above mentioned
pole at 1.2 THz.sid The pole is related to the excited-state
dynamics, i.e.,vE, and not tovG fsee simulations of the
conductivity phase in Figs. 10sed and 10sfdg; sii d the observed
dynamics is described by a strongly perturbed system rather
than a weakly perturbed onefsee simulations of the conduc-

tivity amplitude in Figs. 10scd and 10sddg. Let us recall that
in strongly perturbed systemsfdescribed by Eq.s47d in paper
Ig the THz motion in the excited state is unrelated to that in
the ground statesi.e., the actual velocities and positions of
the particles are averaged during photoexcitation eventd.

The fitting of the complex spectra then yields the follow-
ing parametersfFig. 10scdg: frequency of the excited state
vE/2p=1.2 THz, damping in the excited stategE<3 ps−1,
excited state population relaxation timetc<0.9 ps, fre-
quency of the ground statevG/2p*2 THz, the mode is
overdampedsgG*10 ps−1d.

The first attempt of a quantitative interpretation of the
dynamics of the system TBNC/chloroform was made by
Beard et al.11 who described the system using a model
equivalent to our harmonic oscillator model in the strongly
perturbed limit. The authors naturally assumed that the far-
infrared dynamics was closely related to the motion of the
chloroform molecules solvating the dye. Based on these as-
sumptions they identified the ground-state parameters of
OPTP experiments with thosesvchl,gchld obtained from the
equilibrium THz spectrum of chloroform, i.e.,vG/2p
=vchl/2p<1.2 THz andgG=gchl<5 ps−1. In the next step,
the authors simulated their time-domain experimental data
using an overdamped oscillator representing the excited state
svE/2p<3 THzd and withtc<1.4 ps.

It follows from more recent experiments13 that the ob-
served transient dynamics is apparently connected to the ex-
istence of a solid polycrystalline phase of TBNC in the so-
lution. The experimental results were then proposed to be
interpreted in the framework of transient phonon spectra in
solid TBNC. Nevertheless, the coincidence of the equilib-
rium eigenfrequency of chloroformvchl and the OPTP
excited-state frequencyvE is striking. Note also the similar-
ity of the numerical values of all the parameters obtained in
the present study with those found in Ref. 11 provided, how-
ever, that the significance of the ground and excited state is

FIG. 9. sColord Amplitude of the transfer functionu2pJsv ,v−vpd / ivu for
TBNC in chloroform used in the calculations.

FIG. 10. sColord Amplitude and phase of the transient conductivityDssII dsv ,vpd of TBNC in chloroform.sad andsbd experimental results obtained using the
arrangement shown in Fig. 2sad and 2sbd, respectively.scd–sfd Simulations using a damped harmonic oscillator model;v1/2p=1.2 THz,v2/2p=2.2 THz,
g1=3 ps−1, g2=11 ps−1, andtc=0.88 ps in all cases.scd Strong perturbation limit,vE=v1, gE=g1, vG=v2, andgG=g2. sdd Weak perturbation limit, same
parameters as inscd. sed Strong perturbation limit,vE=v2, gE=g2, vG=v1, andgG=g1. sfd Weak perturbation limit, same parameters as insed.
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reversed. One cannot thus completely exclude a hypothesis
that the observed phenomena are related to the interface be-
tween the solid phase and the solutionsnote that the transient
signal has never been observed in our experiment without the
presence of the solid phased. Within such a hypothesis the
ground state of the system would be assigned to a specific
state of the interfaceswith some concentration of chloroform
molecules bound to the surfaced. The photoexcitation then
would be connected to the detachment of these molecules:
this mechanism provides a connection between the equilib-
rium motion characterized byvchl and vE. Note, however,
that the photoexcitation of the molecular crystal of TBNC
has a local character and an analogous frequency change is
not observed for individual solvated molecules of TBNC.
The physical process which could lead to such a qualitative
difference is not clear. In addition, in such a case, the mea-
sured signal would have to arise from a single layer located
at the interface. However, this contribution is expected to be
negligible compared to that coming from the bulk. The inter-
pretation that the transient signal comes from the bulk of the
crystalline phase of TBNC and is not in a direct relationship
with the properties of the solvent thus seems to be most
plausible in the current state of understanding of the prob-
lem.

VI. CONCLUSION

We applied a frequency-domain methodology of the op-
tical pump–THz probe experiments to two ultrafast semicon-
ductor systemssRD-SOS and LT GaAs on semi-insulating
GaAs substrated and to a molecular system of TBNC in chlo-
roform. The observed ultrafast dynamics was interpreted in
terms of two-dimensional complex transient conductivity.
We showed in detail how to use this method for investigation
of subpicosecond far-infrared dynamics and demonstrated its
advantages over one-dimensional pump-probe or transient
wave form approaches.

The systems studied illustrate the general features of our
methodology. The 2D transient conductivity spectra are ob-
tained directly without any modeling and they allow a
straightforward qualitative judgment about the character of
the observed dynamicsslocalized versus delocalized state
dynamicsd. Subsequent modeling and complex fitting of the
spectra allows for reliable determination of the model param-
eters. In the case of free carrier dynamics, both carrier trap-
ping time and momentum scattering time can be determined
with a resolution of about 100 fs or better. For bound
charges, it is important to carefully analyze the information
contained in both amplitude and phase spectra in order to
understand the underlying charge dynamics.
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